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J - Placing Plates
The restaurant you work for has recently changed management. It's going to close down, renovate and
remodel, and open again under a new name with a new menu. Being the executive chef at the time, they
come to you looking for help. They wish to redesign the kitchen to be more efficient and conform more to
their new vision. They know you're a computer science student, too, so efficiency is practically your middle
name.
While designing the area for the dishwasher, they want to make sure that the outgoing side for clean plates
can be subdivided in such a way that each plate will have its own designated spot. Management was hoping
to be able to section off each area with either a horizontal or vertical divider so that it would be easy for a
new employee to become accustomed to the new system.
Since they want to spend as little money as possible, they need to know if the plates they are designing would
all fit in the space they have laid out.

Input
You will be given the number of test cases: c (1 <= c <= 100). For each test case you will be given two
integers a and b (2 <= a <= b <= 100) describing the size of the clean plate area. Next you will be given an
integer indicating how many plates there are: p (1 <= p <= 15). On each of the next p lines, you will be
given a size s (1 <= s <= 1000) of a new plate that management is going to use, indicating that the plate will
occupy a space of size 1 x s.
Each pair of adjacent test cases will be separated by a blank line.

Output
Your program should determine whether it's possible to place every plate in the rectangular area you have
been given, without overlapping. Output for each test case consists of a single line: Yes if it's possible, or See
management if it's not.
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Sample Output
Yes
See management
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